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True atomic resolution in vacuum with a force microscope is now obtained routinely by using the frequency
shift of an oscillating cantilever as the imaging signal. Here, a calculation is presented that relates the frequency shift to the forces between tip and sample for both large and small oscillation amplitudes. Also, the
frequency versus distance data for van der Waals dominated tip-sample interactions is related to the geometry
of the tip apex. Published frequency versus distance data are used to show that the apex of tips providing
atomic resolution is faceted and not rounded. Further, an extended jump-to-contact criterion for large amplitudes is established. @S0163-1829~97!00748-0#

I. INTRODUCTION

The invention of the atomic-force microscope1 ~AFM! in
1985 has raised the hope to extend the spectacular resolution
capability of the scanning tunneling microscope ~STM! to
nonconducting surfaces. However, obtaining true atomic
resolution by AFM is much more difficult than by STM
mainly for two reasons:
~a! In STM, the imaging signal is a tunneling current I t
(I t '0.1 nA) that can be easily converted into a signal voltage for further processing ~a simple current/voltage converter
can be built with an operational amplifier and a feedback
resistor!. In AFM, the imaging signal is the force F ts between a sharp tip and a surface (F ts '0.1 nN). The conversion of F ts into an electrical signal is usually done by measuring the deflection of a cantilever beam ~CL!. Because this
measurement process is indirect, it is more difficult and more
prone to experimental drift and error.
~b! Atomic resolution is possible if the contribution of the
foremost tip atom ~‘‘front atom’’! relative to rest of the tip
atoms to the total imaging signal is significant. I t between
two metal electrodes in vacuum increases by a factor of approximately 10 when decreasing the distance between the
electrodes by 0.1 nm. Thus, even for a relatively blunt tip
~with a radius of say 100 nm! the likelihood is high that the
front atom protrudes far enough out of the tip to carry the
major part of the tunneling current. F ts varies much less with
distance, especially the van der Waals ~vdW! forces have a
long range and a large magnitude,2 therefore AFM tips need
to be extremely sharp for producing true atomic resolution.
Problem ~a! has been solved by frequency modulation–
AFM ~FM-AFM!.3 In this technique, a CL is oscillating with
a constant amplitude4 A 0 at frequency f . 5 f depends on the
eigenfrequency f 0 of the CL ~determined by spring constant
k and effective mass m * ! and F ts . An image is created by
scanning in the xy plane and keeping f constant by controlling z. Problem ~b! is solved by using extremely sharp tips,
which are now available commercially.6
FM-AFM with large amplitudes has made it possible recently to achieve atomic resolution of even reactive surfaces
in ultrahigh vacuum. The silicon ~111!-~737! reconstruction,7–12 defects on InP,13 and insulating surfaces14,15 have
been imaged by FM-AFM. It has been found that A 0 has to
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be very large compared to the range of F ts for obtaining
optimal resolution, therefore the connection between f and
F ts is complicated. In this paper, f is calculated as a function
of distance with a simple model for F ts . Comparison with
published experimental results confirms both the results of
the calculation and the validity of the simple tip model.
II. CALCULATION OF FREQUENCY SHIFT
VERSUS DISTANCE

The motion of the CL can be described by a weakly disturbed harmonic oscillator. Figure 1 shows the deflection
q 8 (t) of the tip of the CL: it oscillates with an amplitude A 0
at a distance q(t) to a sample. The closest point to the
sample is q5d and q(t)5q 8 (t)1d1A 0 . The unperturbed
Hamiltonian of the CL is
H 05

p2
kq 8 2
,
1
2m *
2

~1!

where p5m * dq 8 /dt. The unperturbed motion is given by
q 8 ~ t ! 5A 0 cos~ 2 p f 0 t !

~2!

and the frequency is
f 05

1
2p

A

k
1
with period T 0 5 .
m*
f0

~3!

The tip of the CL interacts with a surface. In many cases,
forces between tip and sample can be well described by an
inverse power law

FIG. 1. Schematic of the cantilever next to a sample and definition of q and q 8 .
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F ts ~ q ! 52Cq 2n

~4!

with a tip-sample force constant C, resulting in a perturbation Hamiltonian:
DH5V ts ~ q ! 52

C
~ n21 ! q n21

V ts ~ q ! 52C ln~ q !

for

p5

A

A

n.1,
~5!

n51.

2 f 0J
sin2p ~ f 0 t1 b ! ,
k

~6!

kJ
cos2p ~ f 0 t1 b ! .
2p2 f 0

~7!

Comparison of Eqs. ~2! and ~6! yields J5kA 20 /2 f 0 and b
51/4 for the unperturbed case (V ts [0). If V ts Þ0, J and b
vary with time according to
db ]H
5
.
dt
]J

dJ
]H
52
,
dt
]b

~8!

If max@u]DH(q8)/]q8u#!max@u]H0(q8)/]q8u# for 2A 0 <q 8
<A 0 , i.e., if u F ts (q 8 52A 0 ) u 5 u C u d 2n !kA 0 the motion is
still approximately harmonic with a modified frequency f
5 f 0 1D f and ] H/ ] J' ] V ts / ] J. The frequency shift is

K LK LK

L

db
] V ts
] V ts ] q 8
Df5
5
5
.
dt
]J
]q8 ]J
Differentiation of
5( f 0 /kA 20 )q 8 and

Eq.

D f 52

~6!
f0
kA 20

yields

~9!

] q 8 / ] J5q 8 /2J

^ F ts q 8 & .

~10!

The average has to be taken for a full cycle. Inserting Eqs.
~2! and ~4! into Eq. ~10! yields
D f ~ d,k,A 0 , f 0 ,n !
5

f0 1
kA 20 T 0

E

T0

0

1 f0 C
5
2 p kA 0 d n

CA 0 cos~ 2 p f 0 t !
dt
$ d1A 0 1A 0 @ cos~ 2 p f 0 t ! 11 # % n

E

2p

0

cosx
dx.
@ 11 ~ A 0 /d !~ cosx11 !# n

Taylor series expansion of the denominator in Eq. ~11!
around x 0 5 p ~x 8 5x2 p , cosx'211x82/2! and substitution
(y5 AA 0 /2dx 8 ) yields
D f ~ d,k,A 0 , f 0 ,n ! >2

1

f0

&p

kA 3/2
0

C
d

n21/2

I 1~ n ! ,

~13!

with
I 1 ~ n ! :5

E

`

2`

1
dy.
~ 11y 2 ! n

~14!

Pertinent values of I 1 (n) are I 1 (1)5 p , I 1 (2)'1.6, I 1 (3)
'1.2, I 1 (4)'0.98, I 1 (7)'0.7, and I 1 (13)'0.5.
Since D f } f 0 /kA 3/2
0 for large amplitudes for all inverse
power forces and even for exponential17 tip-sample forces,
independent of the exponent n, the set of four parameters
(D f ,k,A 0 , f 0 ) that is currently needed for a full description
of an FM-AFM experiment can be condensed in a single
parameter, a ‘‘normalized frequency shift’’:

g ~ d ! :5

D f ~ d,k,A 0 , f 0 ! kA 3/2
0
f0

.

~15!

Since D f is linear in F ts @Eq. ~10!#, g is also linear and

g ~ d ! >2

1

`

(
& p n51

C nI 1~ n !
d n21/2

~16!

if F ts can be expanded in a Laurent series F ts (q)5
2 ( `n51 C n /q n .
III. CALCULATION OF TIP-SAMPLE FORCES

The theory of forces between tip and sample in AFM is
the subject of several overviews18 and the case of a Si tip and
a Si ~111!-(535) sample has been treated in detail by Perez
et al.19 Here, a simple model is used that can easily be
adapted to the experimental conditions.
A. Distances greater than interatomic spacings

~11!

This expression can be simplified for two limiting cases:
A. Small amplitudes A 0 !d

Making use of the identities (11 e ) 2n '12n e for e !1
and * 20 p cos2xdx5p yields
D f ~ d,k, f 0 ,n ! >2n

This corresponds to the expression f 5(1/2p ) Ak eff /m with
k eff5k1]2Vts /]q2, given in the initial work by Albrecht
et al.3
B. Large amplitudes A 0 @d

for

Here, the Hamilton-Jacobi formalism16 is used to derive an
analytical expression for f as a function of F ts . The momentum p and deflection q 8 are transformed to action (J)—and
angle ~b!—variables:
q 85

16 011

f0 C
f 0 ] 2 V ts ~ q5d !
. ~12!
n11 5
2k d
2k
]q2

The nonretarded ~vdW! energy in vacuum for two atoms
at distance q is20
V atom-atom~ q ! 52

C vdW
,
q6

~17!

where C vdW is the atomic vdW interaction constant. Assuming additivity, this equation can be used to calculate the vdW
interaction for macroscopic bodies, specifically an AFM tip
and a flat sample. If the flat sample ~surface in xy plane! is
modeled by a continuum with an atom density r s for z<0,
the vdW energy of a single atom at height z5q can be calculated from Eq. ~17! by a so-called Hamaker integration
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~i.e., the summation over all sample atoms is replaced by an
integration over the sample volume times the atom density of
the sample material!:

p C vdWr s
V atom-sample~ q ! 52
.
q3

~18!

A second Hamaker integration over the tip volume ~atom
density r t ! yields the total vdW potential for the tip. Without
loss of generality, the tip geometry can be defined by its
Type

m

pyramidal
conical
parabolic
wedge-type
rod-type

2
2
1
1
0

2

H

4 tan2(a/2)
p tan2(a/2)
2pR
2 tan(a/2)w
A

x
2
ln~ 11H/q ! 1
6p
11H/q

J

3
1
,
22
2 ~ 11H/q !
2

~20!

x
1
6 p q ~ 11q/H ! 3

→2A H

x 1
6p q

for H→`.

x
1
I 2 ~ m ! 22m
6p
q

~22!

with I 2 (m):5 * `0 @ y m /(11y) 3 # dy and I 2 (0)5I 2 (1)50.5.
Equations ~22! and ~13! have a very interesting implication: if F ts is dominated by vdW forces and the tip can be
described by A(h)5 x h m then
D f ~ d ! }d 22.51m .

E

p C vdWr s r t
6

H

h50

A~ h !
dh.
~ q1h ! 3

~19!

The quantity p 2 C vdWr t r s is usually referred to as the Hamaker constant A H , and A H '0.1 aJ for most condensed
phases and interactions across vacuum.20 If A(h)5 x h m ,
then the set of m and x for various types of tips is

a: full tip angle
R: radius of tip apex
w: width of wedge
A: cross section of rod ~constant!

A plot of 2ln(2Df ) versus ln(d) is a straight line with a
slope 2.52m, parabolic, spherical, and wedge-type tips produce a slope of 1.5, pyramidal and conical tips produce a
slope of 0.5.

Approximating tip and sample by a continuum is valid if
q is significantly greater than the interatomic distances. If q
is in the order of the next-neighbor distance s, the ‘‘continuum’’ vdW force can be superseded by the vdW force
between the front atom and the sample atom closest to it. If
tip and sample have exposed dangling bonds, chemical bonding can also occur. For simplicity, this bond is modeled by a
Lennard-Jones ~LJ! potential with bond energy E bond and
equilibrium distance s:

~21!

Thus, for infinitely high parabolic and conical tips the contribution of the front section from h50 to h5nq to the total
F ts is (111/n) 23 . For a tip at distance q51 nm the section
between h50 and h510 nm gives rise to 75% of the total
F ts . F ts (q) for 0,q,1 nm is only dependent on the geometry of the first 10 nm of the front section, i.e., if a 5130°
for the first 10 nm and then decreases to 30° for the rest of
the tip, this shift in angle is barely noticeable in F ts (q) for
0,q,1 nm.
For infinitely high tips with m,2, V vdW(q) is given by
V vdW~ q ! 52A H

V ts,vdW~ q ! 52

B. Distances in the order of interatomic spacings

where H is the total height. V vdW,m52 diverges for H→`,
but the force F vdW,m52 (q)52 ] V vdW,m52 (q)/ ] q is finite:
F vdW,m52 ~ q ! 52A H

cross section ~in the xy plane! A(h) at height h. If the front
atom of this tip is at distance z5q, its vdW energy is

x

With this set, a variety of tips can be modeled, including
crushed tips.21
For m52:
V vdW,m52 ~ q ! 52A H

56

~23!

FSD SDG

V LJ~ q ! 52E bond 2

s
q

6

2

s
q

12

~24!

.

The force is given by

F LJ~ q ! 5212

E bond
s

FS D S D G
s
q

7

2

s
q

13

.

~25!

The pair potential can now be calculated from the bulk silicon properties. Silicon has a binding energy of 4.63 eV per
atom.22 Assuming that this binding energy is due to the nextneighbor covalent bonds, the energy of one bond is
E bond52.315 eV50.371 aJ. The nearest-neighbor distance is
s 5()/4)a 0 50.235 nm.
Stillinger and Weber have calculated a more sophisticated
potential for two silicon atoms.23 However, the deviations of
the simple LJ potential are insignificant for the purpose here,
the maximal attractive force according to the SW potential is
max
F max
SW (q*)'25 nN with q * 50.27 nm, whereas F LJ (q*)'
24.25 nN with q * 50.255 nm.
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C. Total tip-sample force

V. COMPARISON TO EXPERIMENT

With the results above, the total F ts for an idealized pyramidal silicon tip that is bounded by ~111! planes ~full tip
angle a570.5°, A H 50.1865 aJ19 ! at a distance q to a flat
silicon surface is calculated explicitly. It is instructive to express F ts as a function of q/ s :

A. Dependence of Df„A 0 …

S

D

s
s 7 s 13
F ts ~ q ! 520.1 nN 218.9 nN 7 2 13 .
q
q
q

~26!

For distances q*2 s , F ts is dominated by the vdW contribution. For q * &q&2 s , F ts is mainly due to the LJ forces,
with a slowly varying ‘‘continuum vdW’’ contribution.
However, as noted above, the continuum vdW calculation is
not valid for very small distances, in fact the vdW force
between the front atom and the sample atom closest to it
@21.2 nN s 7 /q 7 , Eq. ~17!# exceeds the vdW force calculated by the continuum approach for q' s . It is also noted
that the chemical force contribution to F ts should be strongly
site dependent, i.e., the strong chemical attraction can only
occur if front atom and sample atom can form a bond. Repulsive interaction is expected at any site whenever q is
small enough, though its magnitude may vary.
IV. STABILITY CRITERION FOR DYNAMIC AFM

For attractive tip-sample forces, the CL usually jumps to a
surface if the distance is less than a certain distance d
5d min . This ‘‘jump-to-contact’’ ~JTC! has to be avoided
when trying to achieve atomic resolution because ~a! an
atomically sharp tip will get crushed if it is pierced uncontrolled into a surface and ~b! in FM-AFM the oscillation of
the CL would stop if it sticks to the surface. On the other
hand, it is mandatory to get very close to the surface, since
for achieving atomic resolution the force between the front
atom and sample has to be a significant fraction of the total
tip sample force.
The necessary condition for JTC is that the magnitude of
the second derivative of the attractive tip-sample potential is
greater than the spring constant of the CL:24

] V ts
.k.
]d2
2

~27!

However, this is not a sufficient condition. A second condition for JTC is that the net force acting on the CL has to be
negative. This second condition is usually not emphasized
because it is fulfilled automatically in static force microscopy. In dynamic force microscopy the net force exerted on
the tip is F ts plus F spring , the retracting force of the deflected
CL. F spring52kq 8 and q 8 52A 0 when F ts is maximal, thus
the second criterion for JTC to occur is
kA 0 1F ts ,0.

~28!

Typical operating parameters in FM-AFM are A 0
'10 nm and k520 N/m, thus F ts would need to exceed
2200 nN—a value that could only happen with a very blunt
tip and/or additional attractive forces ~e.g., electrostatic!.

In order to measure D f (A 0 ), the closest distance between
CL and sample d has to be kept constant while varying the
amplitude A 0 . In praxi, this is a fairly difficult task because
the sample has to be retracted from the CL by exactly the
same amount the amplitude is increased. However, it is sensible to assume that when imaging a specific sample with a
specific tip with atomic resolution with two different amplitudes, d will be similar within fractions of a nm. Kitamura
and Iwatsuki have done that experiment and found that the
gradients of D f (d) are 10 Hz/nm for A 0 510 nm and 150
Hz/nm for A 0 51.5 nm. 12 The exponent derived by that data
is ln(150/10)/ln(1.5/10)521.43, which is in excellent
agreement with D f }A 21.5
as predicted by Eq. ~13!.
0
B. Dependence of Df„d…

In general, the forces between a CL and a sample are
composed of capillary, van der Waals, electrostatic, magnetic, and short-range chemical interactions. For a meaningful comparison between experiment and theory, the experimental situation has to be well defined. Pure vdW interaction
across vacuum is such a well-defined situation.2 In this case,
D f (d) is determined by the geometry of the tip and the Hamaker constant of the tip-sample combination. Three examples of experimental D f (d) data where the vdW interaction is dominant are compared to the following calculations:
~a! Bammerlin et al.:15 NaCl ~001! sample, silicon tip; ~b1!
Sugawara et al.:25 Si ~111! sample, silicon tips; and ~b2!
Giessibl:7 Si~111! sample, silicon tip.
Since the 2ln(2Df ) versus ln(d) plot of the data above
fits very well to a straight line with a slope of 0.5 @Eq. ~23!#
for distances where vdW forces are dominant, a pyramidal
tip model is used as a tip model. Inserting Eq. ~26! into Eq.
~16! yields

g ~ d ! 52

1
&p

H

2
1
tan2 ~ a /2! A H
3
Ad

S

s6
s 12
112E bond 0.7 6.520.5 12.5
d
d

DJ

.

~29!

Figure 2 shows a fit of this curve to the experimental data
sets ~a!–~c!. On a ln(2g)/ln(d) plot, the curve is a straight
line for d*2 s . For d&2 s , a ‘‘dip’’ occurs since the attractive chemical forces cause a stronger decrease in g. If d
becomes even smaller, repulsive forces strongly increase and
g crosses zero and reaches positive values ~the plot only
covers g ,0!.
1. Silicon tip/NaCl (001) sample

The diamond-shaped data points have been derived with
f 0 5168 kHz, k530 N/m, and A 0 513 nm. The data can be
fitted well by a straight line for most of the distance values
with a fit parameter j a :5tan2(aa/2)A H,Si-NaCl52.1 aJ. NaCl
is not expected to form strong chemical bonds with the Si
tip, accordingly the dip is rather small before the frequency
shift decreases again and crosses zero.
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different experimental results can be compared. The unit of g
is N Am. Also, the introduction of g allows one to relate the
experimental parameters to the forces that are acting between
tip and sample:

g ~ d ! 52

`

1
&p

(

n51

Ad
C nI 1~ n !
n21/2 5
d
&p

`

(

n51

I 1 ~ n ! F nts ~ d ! .
~30!

For our simple model for F ts @Eq. ~26!# g is related to the
force components by

g~ d !5
FIG. 2. Plot of the normalized frequency shift for three experimental data sets and fitted theoretical curves with
j :5tan2(a/2)A H as a fit parameter.
2. Silicon tip/Si (111) sample

The square-shaped data points have been derived with
f 0 5172 kHz, k541 N/m, and A 0 516 nm ~values for f 0 , k,
A 0 : Ref. 26!. With j b :5tan2(ab/2)A H,Si-Si the fit corresponds to j b1 50.24 aJ. The triangular data points are taken
with a silicon tip imaging Si~111! with f 0 5114 kHz, k
517 N/m, and A 0 56 nm. Here, j b2 51.7 aJ. Since tip and
sample material were similar in both experiments, the large
difference of g for d*2 s can only be explained by sharper
tips in case of ~b1!. With A H,Si-Si50.1865 aJ ~Ref. 19! a b1
597°, and a b2 5143°.
VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

~1! There are two nontrivial findings for
D f (d,k,A 0 , f 0 ,n) in the case of large amplitudes: ~a! D f
}A 23/2
and ~b! D f (d)}d 2n11/2 for tip-sample forces F ts
0
2n
}q . These findings are confirmed by published experimental data.
~2! D f (d,k,A 0 , f 0 ) can be condensed in a ‘‘normalized’’
frequency shift g (d):5D f (d,k,A 0 , f 0 )kA 3/2
0 / f 0 such that
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